Find and Compare the Best Experts for Your Case

Selecting the right expert witness to testify on your behalf or to undercut an opposing expert’s credibility can make or break your case. Context Expert Witness Analytics on the Lexis Advance® service help you find the best expert for your case by searching 400,000+ expert witnesses and offering a quick overview of each one so you can compare expert witnesses faster and easier than ever before.

SEARCH AND COMPARE EXPERT WITNESSES—ALL IN ONE SEARCH

If you know the expert you’re looking for, type in their name to find their full profile. Otherwise, type in the expertise you need and Context Expert Witness Analytics will search through 9,000+ areas of expertise to identify relevant witnesses, even if you don’t know the proper area of expertise taxonomy.

In the results list, you will find key information on each expert to help you compare and select the right expert for your case, including:

- Areas of Expertise
- Hiring Party
- Top Jurisdictions
- Jury Verdicts & Settlements Involvement
- Number of Testimonies & Reports
- Number of Challenges

Narrow your search even further with the extensive filters available in Context. Finding credible expert witnesses who have a history of standing up in court has never been so fast and easy.
GET TO KNOW AN EXPERT WITNESS—BEFORE YOU HIRE THEM

Once you’ve identified an expert, click into their profile and the exclusive technology behind Context delivers comprehensive expert witness information you won’t find anywhere else, including:

- Where your expert has testified, when they’ve been challenged and specific reasons why a judge excluded or admitted their testimony
- How often the expert’s testimony was excluded and why, such as methodology, relevance and more
- Jurisdictions and practice areas where your expert testifies and other must-knows, including all available CVs on Lexis Advance
- Language and cases you need to prepare—language that can persuade your judge to admit your expert’s testimony or impeach your opposition’s expert
- Deep background, without additional searching—all available Lexis Advance documents about your expert witness compiled for you under the Documents tab